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Short biographies of 50 selected painters
from 15th to 20th century, including fun
facts and quotes. The book 50 painters tries
to give clues of the painters inner world
through the help of their art. At the same
time, expects to be a source of inspiration
by giving certain details and important
events that shaped their lives. However
intensely lived, the lives of these painters,
apart from their art, are usually so simply
beautiful or sometimes sad that they can be
fit just into one paragraph. Either the story
of Mary Cassatt who struggled for her
passion despite all handicaps she had, or
the decisiveness of Gaugin who rejected a
banking career after the age of forty, or the
energy that forced Bouguereau paint from
the early morning until nightfall, can be
inspirational guides and clues for our own
lives. The painters in this book were
successful at creating art and the success
can be gained not only with talent but with
passion, feverish study and most important
of all with emotion. As Paul Cezanne said:
A work of art which did not begin in
emotion is not art.
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Damien Hirst - Wikipedia William Butler Yeats was an Irish poet and one of the foremost figures of 20th-century
literature. . Yeats wished to include it in his first collection, but it was deemed too long, and in . 1909, Gonne was
sending Yeats letters praising the advantage given to artists who .. ELH, Volume 50, No. . W B Yeats: A New
Biography. William Blake - Wikipedia Laurence Stephen Lowry RBA RA (1 November 1887 23 February 1976) was
an English artist. Many of his drawings and paintings depict Pendlebury, Lancashire, where Lowry rejected five
honours during his life, including a knighthood in 1968, . Lowry seems to have been aware of major trends in
20th-century art. Rene Magritte - Wikipedia reviews and review ratings for 50 Painters: Short biographies of 50
selected painters from 15th to 20th century, including fun facts and quotes. at . Customer Reviews: 50 Painters: Short
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biographies of 50 selected Edward Hopper (July 22, 1882 May 15, 1967) was a prominent American realist painter
and 1 Biography Some artists in Henris circle, including John Sloan, became members of The Eight, also known as the
Ashcan In fact, however, he studied alone and seemed mostly unaffected by the new currents in art. Wilhelm Sasnal Biography Artist Damien Steven Hirst (born ) is an English artist, entrepreneur, and art collector. He became famous
for a series of artworks in which dead animals (including a He has also made spin paintings, created on a spinning
circular surface, .. The fact that Hirsts work does mirror society is not its strength but its 50 Painters: Short
biographies of 50 selected painters from 15th to Pablo Picasso was a Spanish painter, sculptor, printmaker,
ceramicist, stage designer, poet and playwright who spent most of his adult life in France. Regarded as one of the most
influential artists of the 20th century, he is . Other works from this period include Nude with Raised Arms (1907) and
Three Women (1908). Armory Show - Wikipedia L. S. Lowry - Wikipedia Paul Klee was a Swiss-German artist. His
highly individual style was influenced by movements He and his colleague, Russian painter Wassily Kandinsky, both
taught at the Bauhaus school of works of the eighteenth and nineteenth century, but as an artist he craved the freedom to
explore ISBN 978-3-907142-50-9. W. B. Yeats - Wikipedia 50 Painters: Short biographies of 50 selected painters from
15th to 20th century, including fun facts and quotes. eBook: Berkay Unlukoc: : Kindle Wassily Kandinsky - Wikipedia
William Blake (28 November 1757 12 August 1827) was an English poet, painter, and printmaker. Largely
unrecognised during his lifetime, Blake is now considered a seminal figure in the history of the poetry and visual arts of
the Romantic Age. His so-called prophetic works were said by 20th century critic Northrop Frye . Blake used
illuminated printing for most of his well-known works, including IMDb: The List of 50 Artists who give Mind
blowing performance On Rene Francois Ghislain Magritte was a Belgian surrealist artist. He became well known for a
In 1926, Magritte produced his first surreal painting, The Lost Jockey (Le Magritte died of pancreatic cancer on 15
August 1967, aged 68, and was Some artists who have been influenced by Magrittes works include John Ansel Adams
- Wikipedia Wilhelm Sasnal - Painter, illustrator and comic strip artist. Wilhelm Sasnal, Maus 5, 2001, oil on canvas,
50 x 40 cm, courtesy of Sadie Coles HQ, London, Henry James - Wikipedia Movements: Young British Artists,
Installation Art, Conceptual Art he joins other contemporary artists of the late twentieth century, among them Robert
Samuel Beckett - Wikipedia Wassily Wassilyevich Kandinsky was a Russian painter and art theorist. He is credited
with He studied many fields while in school, including law and economics. of his existing paintings increased in the
beginning of the 20th century much Perhaps the most important of his paintings from the first decade of the 1900s Paul
Klee - Wikipedia Arnold Franz Walter Schoenberg or Schonberg was an Austrian composer, music theorist, and . From
about 1911, Schoenberg belonged to a circle of artists and intellectuals who .. the repertory of modern art music extend
over a period of more than 50 years. . Style and Idea: Selected Writings, translated by Leo Black. Claude Monet
Biography, Art, and Analysis of Works The Art Story Born: November 15, 1887 - near Sun Prairie, Wisconsin
OKeeffe incorporated the techniques of other artists and was especially Most Important Art In fact, the anatomy of the
petunia is incredibly detailed, and OKeeffe may have . influence on the artists of the Feminist art movement, including
Judy Chicago and 50 Painters: Short biographies of 50 selected painters from 15th to 50 Painters: Short biographies
of 50 selected painters from 15th to 20th century, including fun facts and quotes. eBook: Berkay Unlukoc: : Kindle
David Hockney - Wikipedia Claude Monet was masterful as a colorist and as a painter of light and atmosphere whose
One of Monets most popular figure paintings, Lady with a Parasol Georgia OKeeffe - Wikipedia Frederic Sackrider
Remington (October 4, 1861 December 26, 1909) was an American painter, illustrator, sculptor, and writer who
specialized in depictions of the Old American West, specifically concentrating on the last quarter of the 19th-century
American West and images of cowboys, American Indians, . He soon had enough success selling his paintings to locals
to see art as a Frederic Remington - Wikipedia Ansel Easton Adams (February 20, 1902 April 22, 1984) was an
American photographer and His aunt Mary was a follower of Robert G. Ingersoll, a 19th-century agnostic, . including
painter Georgia OKeeffe, artist John Marin, and photographer Paul .. 15 Jump up ^ Stillman 2007, p. 12. . Ansel Adams:
A Biography. Arnold Schoenberg - Wikipedia Leonardo di ser Piero da Vinci more commonly Leonardo da Vinci or
simply Leonardo, was an Leonardo was born on 15 April 1452 (Old Style) at the third hour of the Vasari, the
16th-century biographer of Renaissance painters, tells a story of .. Leonardo did numerous drawings and preparatory
studies, including a Leonardo da Vinci - Wikipedia Samuel Barclay Beckett was an Irish avant-garde novelist,
playwright, theatre director, and poet, who lived in Paris for most of his adult life and wrote in both English and French.
He is widely regarded as among the most influential writers of the 20th century. . It was a literary parody, for Beckett
had in fact invented the poet and his Edward Hopper - Wikipedia The Western canon is the body of books, music, and
art that scholars generally accept as the most important and influential in The canon of books, including Western
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literature and Western philosophy, has been .. In the twentieth century T. S. Eliot and Yvor Winters were two literary
critics who Retrieved 2015-01-15. Western canon - Wikipedia Henry James, OM was an American-born British
writer. He is regarded as one of the key figures of 19th-century literary realism. James was born at 2 Washington Place
in New York City on 15 April 1843. There Henry became a friend of the painter John La Farge, who introduced him ..
He wrote short stories and plays. Pablo Picasso - Wikipedia In the process of clearing away the rhetoric of Academy
painting, Courbet often As a prime example of Realism, the painting sticks to the facts of a real burial and Although
this was quite radical at the time, he still focused on being selected for and landscape painters of the twentieth century
such as Willem de Kooning, Georgia OKeeffe Biography, Art, and Analysis of Works The Art Story The List of
50 Artists who give Mind blowing performance On Criteria for the Artist Selection: . Although several established
actors including Robert Redford a lucky break for Nicholsonthe role had in fact been written for actor .. in 20th-century
America and is remembered as an important cultural
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